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The Divex Professional 200: A classic
diver’s watch design from Divex. This
stainless steel watch has become a reliable
favourite with professional divers. Rated to
200 meters, it is extremely robust with a
directional rotating bezel affixed to a
protected recessed crown. Looking into
the glass face, the black facia with silver
Divex logo provides high contrast against
the luminous hands for enhanced visibility in
poor light conditions. The Divex 200 also has
a date display. It comes as standard with a
strong rubber strap which is long enough to
secure around wetsuits and drysuits.
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The Divex Offshore 500: Designed with
deep sea saturation divers in mind this
stainless steel watch has a become
common on offshore diver’s wrists working
in extreme depths. Rated to 500 meters it is
practically indestructible. A directional
rotating bezel is affixed to a protected
recessed crown. Looking through the
toughened glass face, the black facia with
Divex logo provides high contrast against
the luminous hands for enhanced visibility
in poor light conditions. The Divex 500 also
has a date display. It comes as standard
with a strong rubber strap which is long
enough to secure around wetsuits, drysuits
and hot water suits.

The Divex Submariner 200: This elegant
design has proven to be popular with diver’s
across the board due to the ‘dress watch’
design coupled with the same robust quality
that features throughout Divex’s range. The
all stainless steel design, including one-piece
stainless steel bracelet strap is equally
appropriate when either diving at depth or
wearing at functions. The Submariner 200 is
rated to 200 meters and in common with
other Divex professional watches features a
directional bezel and recessed crown
providing greater protection to the facia. A
day and date display is incorporated into
the black watch face with Silver Divex Logo.
Contrasting luminous hands permit
enhanced visibility in poor light conditions.

Divex 200 Professional Diver’s Watch
Order Code DD260052
Divex Offshore 500 Diver’s Watch
Order Code DD260055
Divex Submariner 200 Diver’s Watch
Order Code DD260056
DD-MDS-612 R1
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The Divex Ladies 200 Bracelet Watch:
This elegant design has proven to be
popular with ladies due to the ‘dress watch’
design coupled with the same robust quality
that features throughout Divex’s range. The
all stainless steel design, including one-piece
stainless steel bracelet strap is equally
appropriate when either diving at depth or
wearing at functions. The Ladies 200
Bracelet Watch is rated to 200 meters and
in common with other Divex professional
watches features a directional bezel and
recessed crown providing greater
protection to the facia. A day and date
display is incorporated into the black watch
face with Silver Divex Logo. Contrasting
luminous hands permit enhanced visibility
in poor light conditions.

The Divex Ladies 200 Rubber Strap
Watch: A classic ladies watch design from
Divex. Rated to 200 meters, it is extremely
robust with a directional rotating bezel
affixed to a protected recessed crown.
Looking into the glass face, the black facia
with silver Divex logo provides high contrast
against the luminous hands for enhanced
visibility in poor light conditions. The Divex
Ladies 200 Rubber Strap Watch also has a
date display. It comes as standard with a
strong rubber strap which is long enough to
secure around wetsuits and drysuits.
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Divex Ladies 200 Bracelet Watch
Order Code DD260006
Divex Ladies 200 Rubber Strap Watch
DD-MDS-612 R1

Order Code DD260007

